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An improvedfinite difference type numerical method to solve partial differential equa
tions for one-dimensional (J-D) structure is proposed. This numerical scheme is a kind 
of a single-step, second-order accurate and implicit method. The stability, consis
tency, and convergence are examined analytically with a second-order hyperbolic 
partial differential equation. Since the proposed numerical scheme automatically 
satisfies the natural boundary conditions and at the same time, all the partial differen
tial terms at boundary points are directly interpretable to their physical meanings, the 
proposed numerical scheme has merits in computing J-D structural dynamic motion 
over the existing finite difference numeric methods. Using a numerical example, the 
suggested method was proven to be more accurate and effective than the well-known 
central difference method. The only limitation of this method is that it is applicable to 
only J-D structure. © 1994 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 

INTRODUCTION 

As machines become lighter and lighter and oper
ate faster and faster, more accurate dynamic 
analysis is needed for a better design. Therefore, 
a distributed parameter model is preferred to a 
conventional discretized model. Using a distrib
uted parameter model, however, the mathemati
cal formulation of governing equations appears 
in the forms of partial differential equations. In 
general, it is nearly impossible to get analytical 
solutions of partial differential equations, so vari
ous methods to obtain numerical solutions have 
been developed. The numerical methods can be 
grouped largely into the finite element and finite 
difference methods, implicit and explicit meth-
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ods, or single-step and multistep methods de
pending on the methods of discretizing spatial 
and time domains. 

Among these, the finite element method FEM; 
(Zienkiewicz, 1977; Hughes, 1987) is the most 
popular approximate method for solving partial 
differential equations. The procedures of FEM 
are based upon the semidiscretization. First, the 
spatial domain is discretized into finite meshes, 
producing ordinary differential equations about 
time, then follows the time discretization, based 
on finite difference methods (FDM; Park, 1977; 
Dokainish and Subbaraj, 1989; Subbaraj and Do
kainish, 1989). The advantages of FEM are its 
applicability to any general arbitrary shape struc
tures. There are many numerical methods to 
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solve partial differential equations directly. The 
standard Galerkin approach or several modified 
methods are examples. The Taylor-Galerkin 
method (Donea, 1984; Choe and Holsapple, 
1992), which includes the Lax-Wendroff's idea 
and uses the Taylor series expansion and Ga
lerkin approach, and the Petrov-Galerkin 
method (Morton and Parott, 1980; Bouloutas and 
Celia, 1991), characterized by their different sets 
of trial and test functions, were already devel
oped for numerical analysis of structural dy
namics and fluid dynamics problems. Also the 
space-time FEM (Oden, 1969; Hulbert and 
Hughes, 1990) involving finite mesh discretiza
tion of the time as well as the spatial domain was 
developed for solving elastodynamic problems. 

FEM has many advantages, but it is not effi
cient for problems such as one-dimensional (1-D) 
multi-degree-of-freedom, space and time depen
dent coupled partial differential equations. In 
FEM it is difficult not only to select appropriate 
base functions but it also requires a large number 
of base functions. However, FDM (Ames, 1977; 
Anderson, Tannehill, and Pletcher, 1984) is supe
rior to FEM on these kinds of problems because 
FDM does not require base functions and is easy 
to remesh. Especially in the fluid dynamics area, 
FDM is intensively used and many FDM algo
rithms have been developed. The Lax-Wendroff 
method, based on the Taylor series expansion, 
and the Crank-Nicolson method, utilizing the 
concept of the time centered central difference 
method, are examples of popular FDMs. 

In this work, an improved finite difference 
type numerical scheme to solve partial differen
tial equations of I-D structure is proposed. The 
proposed numerical scheme uses the Newmark 
concept (Newmark, 1954) in discretizing the pa
rameters in the space and time domain. So the 
proposed numerical scheme belongs to a single
step, second-order accurate and implicit method. 
The advantages of this numerical scheme are that 
it automatically satisfies the natural boundary 
conditions and all the partial differential terms 
can be directly interpreted to physical terms such 
as moment, shear force, etc. That is because the 
transformed governing equations are constructed 
with the displacement and known partial differ
ential terms. 

NUMERICAL ALGORITHM 

Algorithm 

A general I-D 2p-order partial differential equa
tion about u(x, t) of a structural dynamic system 

(2nd-order time differential system) can be writ
ten as Eq. (1): 

a2p - 2U(X, t) 
+ Q2p-2 ax2p- 2 

+ ... + Qou(x, t) 
(1) 

b a2u(x, t) b au(x, t) 
+ 2 at2 + 1 at 

+ bou(x, t) = f(x, t) 

where Q2p, Q2p-l, ... , QQ, b2, b\, bo are arbi
trary coefficients and f(x, t) is external distur
bance (known for all x and t). 

Equation (1) usually accompanies initial and 
boundary conditions and thus it is called the ini
tial and boundary value problem. Many methods 
are known to approximate the partial differential 
terms with algebraic values, and the central dif
ference method is most widely used in structural 
dynamic problems. It is well known that the cen
tral difference method transforms the partial dif
ferentials into difference equations. The method 
transforms the partial differentials in terms of 
the discretized displacements at certain spatial 
meshes and time steps using central difference 
formulae. In this article, however, an improved 
finite difference type numerical method is pro
posed. The proposed method is appropriate for 
numerical analysis for I-D structural dynamic 
problems and more accurate and effective than 
the central difference method. 

When solving this initial and boundary value 
problem, Eq. (1), the Newmark concept (New
mark, 1954) can be extensively applied to spatial 
domain x as well as to time domain t. As shown 
in Fig. 1, dividing the spatial and time domains 
into fine discrete meshes, and approximating the 
highest order partial differentials with the basis 
oflinear or average value approximation, Eq. (1) 
can be transformed into a finite difference equa
tion. For example, the highest order partial dif
ferential in spatial domain, [a2Pu(x, t)]lax2p , can 
be approximated by linear interpolation as shown 
in Fig. l(b). Letting 

a2Pu(x, t) I 
ax2p x=x.t=(j+ 1) I!.t 
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i=O 
bounda~ry~--~--'---~i~--~--'---~---

(a) numerical solutions in the spatial and time domains 

um~----------~~ 
ufl!>ll------"7'f" 
'Uifl>J~------____,.«' 

Xc :r x,tI 
spatial domain 

x 

(b) ~X=:l approximation al time j+l 

, 
~ 

/' 

tj f tjtl 

lime domain 

(c) tlt=T approximation at spatial mesh i+ 1 

FIGURE 1 The highest order partial differential approximation. 

be a(2p), a(2p) can be written as Eq. (2a): 

U(2p) - U(2p) 
+ i+ I ,j+ ~x i,j+ l.i for 0 ::; .i ::; ~x 

(2a) 

where ~x = Xi+1 - Xi, superscript (2p) means the 
(2p )th-order partial differentiation with respect 
to spatial domain X and subscripts i and j mean 
the ith spatial mesh and thejth time step, respec-

tively. Integrating Eq. (2a) with respect to .i 
yields one order lower differentiation, a(2p -l), as 
Eq. (2b): 

(2b) 

where a(2p-1) = u)2p-l) at.i = o. Continuous (2p -

1) times integration in series with respect to .i 
results 
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(2c) 

-2 i2p-1 (2p) - (2p) X- 2p 
U(I) = U(I) + (2) - + (3) X ••. + U(2p) + U;+I,j+1 U;.j+1 (2d) ;,j+1 U;,j+I X U;,j+1 2! + ;,j+1 (2p - 1)! Llx (2p)! 

-2 -3 
_ _ (I) - (2) X (3) X 

U - U;,j+1 + U;,j+I X + U;,j+1 2! + U;,j+1 3I + 

In Eq. (2e), replacing i with Llx, then u becomes 
the value at the (i + 1)th spatial mesh and the 
(j + 1)th time step, U;+I,j+l, as Eq. (2f): 

_ (I) (2) Llx2 
U;+I,j+1 - Ui,j+1 + Ui,j+1 Llx + U;,j+1 2! 

(3) Llx 3 ••• (2p) Llx2p 
+ Ui,j+l 2! + + U;,j+1 (2p)! (2f) 

U(2p) - U(2p) + HI,j+1 ;,j+1 A 2p 
(2p + 1)! uX. 

Rearranging Eq. (2f), uf?l,j+I' which is shown in 
the numerator of the last term at the right-hand 
side of Eq. (2f), can be expressed as Eq. (3): 

(2p) _ (2p + 1)! 
U;+I,j+1 - Llx2p (UHI,j+1 - U;,j+l) 

_ (2p + 1)! (I) _ (2p + 1)! (2) 

Llx2p-1 U;,j+1 2! Llx2p-2 U;,j+1 

_ (2p + 1)! (3) 

3! Llx2p-3 Ui,j+1 

_ ... _ (2p + 1)! (2p-1) 
(2p - 1)! Llx Ui,j+1 

_ {(2P + 1)! _ 1} (2p) 
(2p)! U;,j+I' 

(3) 

In Eq. (3), Ui,}+1 and all its partial differentials, 
(I) (2) (2p) kId 

U;,}+I' U;,j+l' ••• , Ui,j+I' are nown va ues an 
U;+I,}+I is unknown. Equation (3) can be written 
in a simple form by defining the coefficients, Cm,n 

(m = 1,2, ... , 2p and n = 0, 1, ... , 2p), as 
follows: 

(2p) _ ( ) (I) 
UH1,}+1 = C2p,O UHI,j+1 - U;,}+I - C2p,IU i,j+1 

m ~-I~) 
- C2p,2U;,j+1 - C2p,2p-IU;,j+l - C2p,2p U i,j+1 

(4) 

-2p (2p) _ (2p) 2 + 1 
(2p) X U;+I,j+1 Ui,j+1 i p 

+ U;,j+1 (2p)! + Llx (2p + 1)!' (2e) 

where 

(2p + 1)] 
C = 2p,O - Llx2p 

(2p + 1)] 
C2p,2 == 2! Llx2p-2 ' 

(2p + 1)! 
C2p,1 == Llx2p- 1 

... , 

(2p + 1)! 
C2p,2p-1 == (2p - 1)! Llx' 

_ (2p + 1)! 
C2p,2p = (2p)! - 1. 

uf?l~j~ 1 can be also obtained from Eq. (2b) by 
replacing i with Llx as Eq. (5): 

U(2p- I) = U(2p- I) + U(2p) Llx 
;+ I,j+ 1 ;,j+ 1 ;,j+ 1 

+ Llx «2p) _ (2p») 
2 U;+I,}+I U;,j+I' (5) 

Plugging the value of u~r{,j+1 from Eq. (3) into 
Eq. (5) and rearranging, results in 

(2p-1) _ (2p + 1)! 
U;+I,j+1 - 2 Llx2p-1 (U;+I,j+1 - Ui,j+l) 

_ (2p + 1)! (I) 

2 Llx2p - 2 Ui,j+ 1 

(2p + 1)! (2) 
2 . 2! Llx2p-3 Ui,j+1 

(2p + 1)! U(3) 
2 . 3! Llx2p - 4 ;,j+ 1 

(6) 

_ • . . _ ( 2P . (22P + 1) _ ) 1 U(2p -l)) 
1,)+1 

Llx - - (2p - 1)U(2p ) 2 1,)+1' 

Equation (6) can be written in a simple form as 
follows: 

(2p- I) - ( ) 
Ui+l,j+1 = C2p-I,O U;+I,j+l - U;,j+1 

_ (I) (2) 
C2p-I,IU i,j+1 - C2p-I,2U ;,j+1 

. _ (2p-1 (7) 
C2p-I,2p-1 Ui,j+1 

_ (2p) 
C2p-I,2p U j,j+l 



where 

(2p + 1)! 
CZp-I,O =0 2 axZp-1 ' 

(2p + 1)! 
CZp-I,1 =0 2 axzp-z ' 

(2p + 1)! 
CZp-I,Z =0 2 . 2! axZp-3' 

2p . (2p + 1) 
CZp -I,2p-1 =0 2 - 1, 

(Zp) ( ) 
Ui+I,)+1 = C2p,0 Ui+I,)+1 - Ui,)+1 

(I) 
- CZp,1ui ,)+ I 
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ax 
C2p-I,Zp =0 2 (2p - 1). 

Repeating this procedure continuously, all the 
partial differentials at the (i + 1)th spatial 
mesh and the (j + 1)th time step, u~21,)+p 

(2) (2p) b d 'th 
Ui+I,)+I' ••• , Ui+I,)+I' can e expresse WI 

the displacement and differentials at the one 
previous spatial mesh, Ui,)+I, U~,I]+I' 

(Zp-l) (Zp) d . 
Ui,)+1 , Ui,)+I' an Ui+I,)+I, as. 

(Z) 
- CZp,ZUi,)+1 

(Zp-I) _ (2p) 
- CZp,Zp-1 U i,)+ 1 Czp,ZpU i,}+ 1 

urf,~}l, = CZp-I,O(Ui+l,)+1 - Ui,}+I) - CZp-l,lU~,~+1 - CZP-I,ZU~~]+I 

u~f,~J21 = CZp -2,O(Ui+I,)+1 - Ui,}+I) - C2P-Z,IU~,I]+1 - czp-z,ZU~~]+1 

_ (Zp-l) _ (2p) 
CZp-I,Zp-IUi,}+1 CZp-I,ZpUi,}+1 

(2p-1) _ (Zp) 
- CZp -Z,2p-IU i ,}+1 CZp-Z,ZpUi,j+1 

(2) ( ) 
Ui+I,)+1 = Cz,o Ui+I,}+1 - Ui,)+1 

(I) ( ) Ui+I,)+1 = Cl,O Ui+I,)+1 - Ui,)+1 

- Cz IU~I!+I , l,j 

(I) 
- CI,lUi,)+1 

(Z) 
- CZ,2U i,)+1 

(Z) 
- CI,ZU i ,)+ 1 

_ (Zp-l) 
CZ,2p-1 U i,)+ 1 

_ (Zp-l) 
CI,2p-IU i ,)+1 

(2p) 
- CZ,ZpUi,J+l 

(2p) 
- CI,ZpUi,J+l' 

(8) 

Likewise, the time differentials at the (j + l)th 
time step and the (i + 1)th spatial mesh can be 
expressed as follows: 

and dot (.) denotes the differentiation with re
spect to time. 

In the above differential approximation pro
cess, the linear approximation is used. But the 
average value approximation can also be used. 
When the average value approximation method 
is chosen for differential approximation, the 
transformation of all the differentials can be pro
cessed by almost similar manners. 

where 

6. 2" 
- at Ui+I,) - Ui+I,) 

=0 dZ,O(Ui+I,J+I - Ui+I,}) 

- dZ,IUi+I,J - d2,zUi+I,} (9a) 

Ui+I,}+1 = ~l (Ui+I,)+1 - Ui+I,) 

2 . M" 
- Ui+lj - 2" Ui+I,) 

=0 dl,O(Ui+I,)+1 - Ui+I,) 

3 
d 0=I, - at' 

- dl,lUi+I,) - dl,zUi+I,) 

6 d =-z,o - alz ' 
6 d =-

2,1 - at' dz,z =0 2 

(9b) 

Substituting Eqs. (8) and (9a,b) into Eq. (1), 
and solving for Ui+I,J+I results in: 

+ (a C + a C + ... + a C )u(Z) Zp 2p,Z Zp-I Zp-I,Z 1 I,Z i,)+l 

+ + (azpczp,zp + aZp-IcZp-I,Zp 

+ 

+ fi+I,)+I' (10) 
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Equation (10) can be written in a vector form as 
Eq. (11): 

{U urI) U(2) 

+ [Bo BI B 2]{u it ii}l'+ I,j 

+ FHI,j+1 

= A{u u(1) 

+ B{u it 

U(2) ••• U(2p)}! '+1 
l,j. 

(11) 

where A = [Ao Al A2 '" A 2p ] and B 
[Bo BI B 2] 

a2pC2p,O + a2p-Ic2p-I,O + ... + alcl,O 

+ ao + b2d 2,o + bldl,o + bo = D 

Ao = (a2pc2p,O + a2p-Ic2p-I,O + ... + alcl,o)ID 

Al = (a2pc2p,1 + a2p-Ic2p-I,1 + ... + alcl,l)ID 

A2p = 

(a2pc2p,2p + a2p-Ic2p-I,2p + ... + alcl,2p)ID 

Bo = (b2d 2,o + bldl,o)ID, 

BI = (b2d 2,1 + bldl,I)ID, 

B2 = (b2d 2,2 + blddlD 

FHI,j+1 = fi+l,j+IID. 

As shown in Eq. (11), the transformed equation 
is in an implicit form. Figure 2 summarizes all the 
above explained procedures to transform partial 
differential equations into finite difference equa
tions. 

In order to calculate Ui+l,j+1 [the value at the 
(i + 1)th spatial mesh and (j + 1)th time step] in 
Eq. (11), we must know all the values at the 
right-hand side of Eq. (11). The matrices A and B 

in Eq. (11) are composed of coefficients that are 
already defined in the process of differential ap
proximation. The last term, Fi+l,j+h is the exter
nal disturbance and is assumed to be known at all 
the time steps and spatial meshes. Noticing that 
the spatial and time differential values, {u u(1) 

U(2) •.• U(2p)}, '+1 and {u it ii} .. I' in Eq. 
't] 'I .J' 

(11) are the values at the one previous spatial 
mesh and time step, Eq. (11) can be iteratively 
calculated if all the initial and boundary condi
tions are given. However, examining the Eq. 
(11), it has 2p + 1 unknowns but a 2p-order par
tial differential equation has only p boundary 
conditions at one boundary point, for example p 
boundary conditions at i = O. The remain p + 1 
unknowns should be determined before to solve 
Eq. (11) iteratively. In this work, the p + 1 un
knowns are estimated from the known p bound
ary conditions at the other end boundary point, 
i = end and the original governing equation, 
Eq. (1). 

Substituting end-l into i in Eq. (11) results 

Uend,j+1 = [Ao Al A2 

{U u(1) 

A2p] 

u(2p)}rnd-l,j+1 

+ B{u it ii}rnd,j + Fend,j+l. 

(12) 

In Eq. (12), the second and the third term are 
already known because the third term is external 
disturbance and assumed to be known at all the 
space and time steps, and the second term is the 
time differential values at the one previous time 
step and already known. 

As explained in Eq. (8), the partial differentials 
of any order at the (i + 1)th spatial mesh can be 
expressed with the differentials at the ith spatial 
mesh. Using this relationship, the partial differ
entials at the (end-1)th spatial mesh can be ex
pressed with the differentials at the (end-2)th 
mesh like Eq. (13): 

U~Z:J-I,j+1 = C2p,O(Uend-l,j+1 - Uend-2,j+l) - C2p,IU~~d-2,j+1 - C2P,2U~~d-2,j+1 - ••• - C2P,2PU~Z:J-2,j+1 
U(2p-1) - C (u I - U d ) - C u(1) - C U(2) - •.. - C U(2p) end-l,j+1 - 2p-I,O end-I,j+ en -2,j+1 2p-I,1 end-2,j+1 2p-I,2 end-2,j+1 2p-I,2p end-2,j+1 

(2) ( ) 
uend-l,j+1 = C2,O Uend-I,j+i - Uend-2,j+1 

(I) 
- C2,1U end - 2,j+I 

_ (2) 
C2,2 U end-2,j+1 

- ••. - C U(2p) 
2,2p end-2,j+ I 

(I) ( ) Uend-l,j+1 = CI,O Uend-l,j+1 - Uend-2,j+1 
_ (I) 

Cl,lU end- 2,j+1 
_ (2) 

CI,2 U end-2,j+1 
- ••• - C U(2p) 

1,2p end-2,j+I' 

(13) 
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".----------------Eq.l-........ 

~ Discretizing in space and time 

( 
(2p) (2p-l) (I) b .. h • b ~ 

~,ui+l.i+1 + ~p-IUi+l.i+l +"·+~Ui+l.i+1 + OoUi+l.i +1 + 2Ui+l.i+1 + VJUi+l •i +1 + OUi+l.i+1 = Ji+l.i+l 

Eqs.8&9-. 

(2p) - I( (I) (2) ... U(2p-l) ur~p) ) Ui+l.i+l - Ui+I.i+i' Ui.i+i' Ui•i +I ' , i,j+l , ../+1 

(2p-l) - I( (I) (2) ... U(2p-l) u(~p) ) 
Ui+l.i+l - Ui+l.i+i' Ui•i +I ' Ui•i +1' , i.i+l , • ./+1 

. . . . . . . 
(2) - I( (I) (2) ... uf2p-1) u(~p) ) ... Ui+1•i +l - Ui+l.i+l' Ui.i+l' Ui.i+i' , i,j+l , ../+1 

(I) - I( (I) (2) ... uf2p-l) ur~p) ) 
Ui+l •i +1 - Ui+1•i +i' Ui.i+i' Ui.i+i' , 

i,j+l ' •• /+1 

Ui+l •i +1 = I(Ui+l.i+i' Ui+1•i ' Ui+l •i , Ui+l.i ) 

Ui+l •i +1 = l(ui+l.i+i' Ui+l.i ' u'+l ., . ./ u'+l .) . ./ 

I 
FIGURE 2 Discretizing procedures for a partial differential equation. 

Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (12) gives 

Uend,}+1 = AOUend-I,}+1 

+ Al [c1,O(Uend-I,J+I - Uend-2,j+l) - CI,IU~~d-2,}+1 - Cl,2U~~d-2,j+l _ (2p) ] 
Cl,2p U end-2,}+ I 

+ A2 [c2,O(Uend-l,j+1 Uend-2,j+ I) 
(I) (2) 

C2,IUend-2,j+1 - C2,2 Uend-2,j+l 
_ (2p) ] 

C2,2p U end-2,j+ I 

A [ ( ) (I) (2) 
+ 2p C2p,O Uend-l,j+l - Uend-2,j+1 - C2p,IU end - 2,j+l - C2p,2 U end-2,j+l 

(2p) ] 
C2p,2pUend-2,j+ ! 

+B{u Ii U}rnd,j+Fend,}+I' (14) 

Likewise, substituting end-2 into in Eq. (11) gives 

Uend-I,}+! = A{u U(I) (2p )}T 
U end-2,j+l + B{u .. }T F 

U end-I,j + end-l,j+l. (15) 
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and substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (14) gives 

Uend,j+l = [(Ao + AlCl.O + A2C2,0 + ... + A 2p C2p.0)Ao - (Alcl.o + A2C2,0 + ... + A2pC2p,0)] u end - 2,j+1 

+ [(Ao + Alcl,o + A2C2,0 + ... + A 2p C2P.0)A I - (Alcl,! + A2C2,1 + ... + A2pC2p,I)] U~~d-2,j+1 

+ [(Ao + Alcl.o + A2C2,0 + ... + A2pC2p,0)A2p - (A l cl,2p + A2C2,2p + ... + A2PC2P,2P)]U~~J_2,j+1 
+ B{u u ii}rnd,j + (Ao + Alcl,o + A 2C2,0 + ... + A2pC2P.0)B{u u ii}rnd-"j 

(16) 

Uend,j+1 [Ao Al A2 
{u u(l) U(2) 

A2p ] 

u 2p)}fi,j+1 

+ known time differentials and 
external disturbances 

(17) 

Equation (16) says that Uend,j+1 can be written in 
terms of the displacement and the differentials at 
the (end-2)th spatial mesh, {u, u(l), . .• ,u(2p-l), 

u(2p)}end-2,j+!. It is worthwhile to note that the 
form of Eq. (16) is just the same as that of Eq. 
(12), because the last four terms at the right-hand 
side of Eq. (16) are already known values. The 
third and fourth terms are determined at the jth 
time step and the last two terms are known exter
nal disturbances. Repeating these procedures 
continuously, Uend.j+ I can be expressed in terms 
of the differentials at the other boundary point, 
{u, u(1), •.• ,U(2p-l), U(2p)}0,j+h as Eq. (17): 

whereAo, AI, A2 , • •• ,A2p are constants result
ing from the operations of all the coefficients de
fined in the process of differential approxima
tion. Equation (17) relates the states at two 
different boundary points, i = end and i = 0 as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

Substituting end-l into i in Eq. (8), the nth or-

boundar}>,~ -v- -v- -v-
nboundary 

1=0 Eq.12 6i'd-2 ~-1 ~nd Eq.18 II f( (I) (2p-I) (2,}) J (I) (2) (2p-I) (2p-I) _ f( (1) (2p-I) (2,)) J 
U.Itd.j+1 = U, U I···' U ,u IIIId-I.j+l "MIlJ+1' UMIl,i+" ••• , U".,i+l' U"",j+l - U, U , ••• , U I U IIM-l,i+1 

{ Using Eq. 8 and Eq. 11 

boundary" ~ -0---0--_ " boundary 
i;;{) e;d-l 

Eq.161 (1) (2p-I) (2p) I U""'.i+l = f(u, U • "', U ,U ).nd-2,i+I 

boundary 
i=O 

1r------------Eq.17 
u''',i+l =f(u, ,pI, "', U(2p-I), ,j2')Jo.i+1 

end-2 end 

u~J+l' U~~.i+1J "', u~;:'j~p U~j~l = I(u, U(l), "', U(2p-1) I U(2p ) ).tul-2.i+l 

-C Using Eq. 8 and Eq. 11) 

boundary 
end 

r------------------Eq.20 
u!~.i+l' U!~.j+l' "', U!!f.J~l' U!!f.J~l = I(u, u(1), ... , ,/2p-l) , U(2p) Jo,j+l 

FIGURE 3 Derivation of relationship between the states at the two boundary points i = 0 
andj = end. 

I 



der differential at i = end can be written as Eq. 
(18): 

U~~d,j+l = cn,O(Uend,j+1 - Uend-l,j+l) 

(I) (2) (18) 
- Cn,IUend-l,j+1 - Cn,2 U end-l,j+1 

- ••• - C U(2p) 
n,2p end-IJrI 

where 1::::; n::::; 2p. Using Eq. (12), Eq. (18) can be 
written as Eq. (19): 

U~~d,j+1 = (en,oAo - cn,O)Uend-l,j+1 

+ (cn,oA I - Cn,I)U~~d-l,j+I 

+ (cn,oA2 - Cn,2)U~~d_l,j+1 (19) 

+ ... + (en,oA 2p - cn,2p)u~~d_l,j+1 

+ cn,oB{u U u}Ind,j + cn,OFend,j+l. 

Equation (19) says that the nth order differential 
at i = end point can be expressed with the dis
placement and their differentials at i = (end-I) 
point, because the last two terms are all known 
values. Continuously repeating the above proce
dures results in Eq. (20), which relates the differ
entials at one end point with those at the other 
end point. 

{U u(1) U(2) 

+ known time differentials and 
external disturbances 

(20) 

where 1 ::::; n ::::; 2p and Ao, AI, A 2,.. ,A2p are 
the constants obtained from the operation of co
efficients defined in the process of differential ap
proximation. 

Equations (17) and (20) show the relationship 
between the states at the two boundary points: 
2p + 1 states at each boundary point, {u, u(I), 

U (2) U(2p-1) U(2p)} d '+1 and {u , ,en .J ' 

u(l), • • • , U(2p- I), u(2p)}o,j+ I. Figure 3 summa-
rizes the procedures to project the states at one 
boundary point (i = 0) to those at the other 
boundary point (i = end). Among the total4p + 2 
states at boundaries, the given boundary condi
tions are only 2p (p boundary conditions at each 
boundary), and the number of derived relation
ships in Eqs. (17) and (20) is 2p + 1. So one more 
equation is needed to calculate U;+I,j+1 from Eq. 
(11). 

The last algebraic relationship between the 
states at the boundary point i = 0 can be derived 
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from the governing equation, Eq. (1). Evaluating 
Eq. (1) at the spatial mesh i = 0 and time mesh 
(j + I)th step gives 

(2p) + (2p-1) + + (I) 
a2puO,j+1 a2p-IUO,j+1 • •• aIUO,j+1 

+ aOUO,j+1 + b2Uo,j+1 + bIUo,j+1 (21) 

+ bouo,j+ I = /o,j+ I· 

Substituting Eqs. (9a,b) into UO,j+l, UO,j+1 and re
arranging yields: 

/o,j+1 + (b2d 2,o + bldl,o)uo,j 

+ (b2d 2,1 + bldl,Q)uQ,j + (b2d 2,2 + bldduo,j 

_ (2p) + (2p- I) + + (I) 
- a2p U O,j+1 a2p-lUO,j+1 • •• aIUO,j+1 

(22) 

In Eq. (22), all the left-hand side are known val
ues. Therefore, Eqs. (17), (20), and (22) provides 
2p + 2 equations and the known 2p boundary 
conditions at two boundary points are sufficient 
to get 4p + 2 states at two boundary points. Fur
ther, those calculated 4p + 2 boundary states can 
be used to calculate the displacement at an arbi
trary time and spatial mesh, U;+ l,j+ I, from Eq. 
(11). 

Figure 4 explains the procedures to calculate 
Ui+I,j+1 when both initial and boundary condi
tions are given. At the starting step, i = 0 and j = 

0, the initial conditions will give the values of 
Ul,Q, UI,Q, and UI,Q and the boundary conditions 
and Eqs. (17), (20), and (22) will generate the 

I f (I) (2p-1) (2p) Th I va ues 0 UO,I, UO,I" . • ,UQ,I , UO,I . en P ug-
ging in the obtained values UI,O, UI,O, UI,O, UO,I, 

(I) (2p-1) d (2p)' t E (11) UO,I" .. ,UO,1 ,an UQ,1 10 0 q. , UI,I can 
be calculated. After calculating UI,I, all the par-
'al d'f'" . I f (I) (2p-1) (2p) h llerentm s 0 UI,I, Ul,I' ••. ,UI,I ,UI,I' 

and Ul,1> ul,I can be obtained from Eqs. (8) and 
(9a,b). Then U2,1 (i = 1 and j = 0) can be com
puted using the differentials of UI,I and the initial 
conditions, U2,Q, U2,O, and U2,O. Continuing these 
procedures up to i = (end-I), then the entire mo
tion at the first time step, Ui+I,I, i = 0, 1, ... , 
end - 1, is determined. Next, increasing the 
time step from j = 0 to j = 1, ul,2 can be com
puted using the boundary conditions (UO,2, u~l,i, 
u~~L . . . , u~~i») and the states at the previous 
time step (UI,I, Ul,I, ul,I)' Continuing these proce
dures gives the entire motion at the second time 
step, Ui+ 1,2, i = 0, 1, . . . ,end - 1. Therefore, 
generally the motion at the (i + 1)th spatial mesh 
and (j + 1)th time step, U;+l,j+l, can be obtained. 
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t increase time step 

FIGURE 4 The calculation procedures for Ui +l,j+l ' 

Stability, Consistency, and Convergence 

For stability analysis of the proposed method , a 
second-order hyperbolic equation u" = ii is cho
sen because this equation is the simplest form in 
structural dynamic problems , When applying this 
proposed algorithm to the hyperbolic equation , 
the equation can be transformed into such a finite 
difference equation as follows: 

1 {U} Ui+ l,j+ 1 = [C2 0 C2 I C22] U' 

C2 ,0 - d2,0 ' , , U" i,j+ I 

2,0 - 2,0 
- C 1 d [d2,0 d2,1 d2,2] {:.~.} 

U i+ l ,j 

(23) 

when u" and ii are linearly approximated, the 
used coefficients will become 

[C2 ,0 C2,2] = [~~2 6 2], C2,1 
~x 

[d2,0 d2•1 d ] - [~ 6 2] 2,2 - ~t 2 M 

and when those differentiations are approxi
mated by averaged values, the coefficients will 
be 

[C2 ,0 C2 ,2] = [~:2 4 
1], C2 , 1 

~x 

[d2,0 d2,1 d ]-[---±- 4 
1]. 2,2 - ~t2 M 

For the Fourier or von Neumann stability anal
ysis (Ames, 1977; Anderson et aL , 1984), Eq, 
(23) should be written in an alternative finite dif
ference form, Evaluating the hyperbolic equation 
u" = ii at spatial meshes Xi - I , Xi, X i+ I and at time 
steps tj_ l , tj, tj+ I , and rearranging them using 
Eqs, (8) and (9a,b) , the alternative finite differ
ence form of Eq, (23) can be obtained after very 
long and complex but very straightforward oper
ations: 

(Ui+ l, j+ 1 - Ui - l ,j+ 1 + Ui+ l ,j-1 - Ui- I ,j-I ) 

- {2(v 2,Bt - ,Bx) + l }(ui,j+ 1 + Ui,j_ I) 

+ {v 2 - 2(v 2,Bt - ,Bx)}(Ui+ l ,j + Ui-I) 

+ {4(v 2,Bt - ,Bx) - 2(v2 - l) } Ui ,j = 0 (24) 



where vZ = I1tZ/tu2 ; f3x and f3t = coefficients de
termined by the used approximation method for 
the highest order partial differential in the spatial 
and time domains, respectively (f3x and f3t = 11 
when u" or u is linearly approximated; f3x and 
f3t = ! when u" or u is approximated by averaged 
values). It is inevitable that some error, e, is in
cluded in the computed solution, Ui,j, due to 
round-off errors. Then the computed solution, 
Ui,j, is composed of the exact solution, (Ui,j)exact, 
and the inevitable error, e. Recognizing that 
(Ui)exact should satisfy the above Eq. (24), the 
error, e, is the only term to check the equality of 
Eq. (24). In stability analysis, it is common to 
check the boundness of Eq. (24) when the Eq. 
(24) is perturbed with some error e(x, t). 

Series expansion of e(x, t) gives 

e(x, t) = L e"'te yCjwi Ilx 
i 

(25) 

where w is real but a can be a complex value. 
Because Eq. (24) is linear, the superposition law 
holds true and it is sufficient to investigate the 
boundness of Eq. (24) with just anyone term of 
series expansion of error e(x, t). Choosing a sin
gle term of e(x, t), ei,j = e",j Me v=Iwi Ilx, and plug
ging it into Ui,j in Eq. (24) results 

( 

Z '2WI1X) 2v sm --
2 

= 2 1 - w Llx . 
1 + 4(v2f3t - f3Jsinz -2-

(26) 

In order to avoid the divergence of error asj goes 
to an infinite, it is necessary that Ie'" Ilt I :$ 1 for all 
real values of w. Equation (26) is the second
order polynomial equation about e'" Ilt and the 
value of e'" Ilt can be easily obtained by solving 
Eq. (26). Noticing that the mUltiplication of the 
two roots of Eq. (26) is always 1 means that one 
root of Eq. (26) is always larger and this makes 
the equation unstable. In order to be stable, the 
discriminant of Eq. (26) should be nonpositive. 

(27) 

When the highest order partial differential is ap
proximated by averaged value, the stability fol-
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Amplification factor modulus, Ie""" Relative phase error, L 
(a) when the highest order partial differential is linearly 

approximated 

~v 
~~ V=_O.~5-+-k-+ __ ~=-_4-

-1 0 

Amplification factor modulus, Ie""" Relative phase error, L 
(b) when the highest order partial differential is approximated 

by averaged value 

FIGURE 5 Amplification factors and relative phase 
errors for the proposed method. 

lows as unconditionally stable for all real values 
w. However, in the case that the highest order 
partial differential is linearly approximated in the 
time domain, the stability follows for all real val
ues w if 

3 _ 2 
. 2 W I1x ' 

sm -2-

and this is always true when v2 :$ 1. The amplifi
cation factors and the relative phase errors for 
the proposed method are plotted in Fig. 5. 

Also substituting the exact solution obtained 
by the Taylor series expansion for functions of 
one and two variables into Eq. (24) gives 

(28) 

For Eq. (28), in this case, the order of the trunca
tion error is o [l1xz, I1tZ]. The truncation error 
vanishes as the mesh is refined; thus it can be 
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F(t) 

FIGURE 6 Test example: cantilever beam. 

said that the proposed numerical algorithm is 
consistent and second-order accurate. 

Because the stability and consistency are veri
fied, the convergence of the proposed algorithm 
can be guaranteed by the Lax's equivalence the
orem (Anderson et aI., 1984). 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

In order to verify the validity of the proposed 
scheme, a cantilever beam as shown in Fig. 6 was 
chosen to numerically calculate an undamped 
forced response. The test results were compared 
with the responses obtained from well proven 
FDM. 

The partial differential equation describing the 
motion of a cantilever beam in Fig. 6 is 

Elu'''' + pAu = 0 (29) 

where E is Young's modulus (2 x 1011); I is mo
ment of area (0.0034/12 m4); p is material density 
(7800 kg/m3), A is square cross-section area 
(0.0032 m2); and L is length (1 m). When a vertical 
harmonic excitation force is applied at the free 
end (x = 0), the initial and boundary conditions 
(Ie, Be) are as follows: 

Ie: u(x, 0) = u(x, 0) = 0 

Be. "(0 ) = 0 "'(0) = sin(27T x 200 
• U , t , U , t EI' 

u(L, t) = u' (L, t) = O. (30) 

The exact solution (Weaver, Timoshenko, and 
Young, 1990) of the test problem is 

4£3 00 1 
u(O, t) = El &1 (k/L)4(l - (407T)21Df) 

[sin(407Tt) - 4~~ Sin(n/OJ (31) 

where n/ = VE1/pA kf, (l = 1, 2, 3, ... ), and 
k/ = solutions of a frequency equation, cos 
(k/L)cosh(k/L) = -1. Using Eq. (8), the highest 
order partial differential with respect to x, u""(x, 
t), is written as: 

u7~I,j+1 = C4,0(Ui+l,j+1 - Ui,j+l) - C4,1 uI,j+ I 

- C4,2U'!.j+1 - C4,3U'!:j+1 (32) 

Also, from Eq. (9a), the highest order partial dif
ferential with respect to time, u(x, t), is written 
as: 

Ui+l,j+1 = d2,0(Ui+l,j+1 - Ui+I,j) 

- d2,IUi+l,j - d2,2Ui+l,j' (33) 

In this case, the coefficients, c and d, in Eqs. (32) 
and (33) are defined as follows when those are 
approximated by average value: 

[C4,0 C4,1 C4,2 C4,3 c4,41 

= [::4 
48 24 8 

1J Llx3 Llx2 Llx 

[d2,0 d2,1 d2,21 
(34) 

= [Ll~2 4 
1]. Llt 

Therefore, substituting Eqs. (32) and (33) into 
Eq. (29), the transformed difference equation can 
be written as follows: 

EI 
Ui+I,j+1 = Elc + pAd 4,0 2,0 

{U u' U" U", u""}L+1 (35) 

+ pA 
E1c4,0 + pAd2,0 

[d2,o d2,1 d2,2]{U U u}T+I,j. 

In order to solve Ul,j-'-!, all {u u' U" U", 
u""}o,j+1 and {u u uh,j should be known. How
ever, only UO,j+ 1 and uO:j+ 1 are known boundary 
values listed in Eq. (30), and UO,j+l, UO,j+h and 
uo:i+ 1 are unknowns to be computed using the 
other end boundary values at i = L. The bound
ary values at i = L are UL,j+i = 0 and UL,j+l = 0 
and these boundary conditions should be related 



to the states at i = O. The relationships obtained 
from Eqs. (12)-(17) and from Eqs. (18)-(20) are 

UL ,)+I = 0 

= [Ao Al A2 A 3 A4] 

{ll ll ' U" U'" U",,}T 
0,)+ I 

+ known values at all time domain 

(36) 

UL+ I =0 

= [Ao Al A2 A 3 A4] 

{u U' u" U'" U",,}T 
0,) + I 

+ known values at all time domain . 

(37) 

Equation (29), the governing equation , satisfies 
the discretized equation as : 

Elu'O:i+1 + pAiio,)+1 = O. (38) 

Using Eq. (33), the above equation can be rewrit
ten as follows : 
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pA(d2,ouo,) + d2,1 ito,) + d2,2UO,) 

= Elu'O:i+ 1 + pAd2,ouo,)+1 (39) 

where all terms on the left-hand side are known 
values because those are the states at one pre
vious time step j. The three unknown boundary 
states at i = 0 (UO ,)+ I, llO,)+ I , and u'O:i + I) can be 
calculated using the (Eqs , (36) , (37) , and (39). 
The procedures to calculate the unknown bound
ary states are explained in detail in Fig. 7. Mter 
that , the motion at an arbitrary space and time 
step , U;+I,)+I can be obtained by continuous cal
culations while increasing the space and time 
step . 

In order to compare the results from this pro
posed algorithm , the same problem was also 
tested with the well known central difference 
method . The same equation was discretized by 
explicit and implicit central difference methods, 
Equation (40) is the equation discretized by the 
explicit central difference method and Eq. (41) is 
that by the time-centered implicit central differ
ence method (Crank-Nicolson method). Equa
tion (42) lists the initial and boundary conditions. 

_--------------------using algebraic relationships between two boundary points 
time 

_---B.C. : Eq, 30 

'" sin(2tr x 20.1t(j + I)) ~-+-___ -{ 
UO•i+1 = EI 

o 
boundary at i=O 

unkno"Yn values "" 
Uo.i+I' Uo.i+1 and Uo.i+l 

L-l L 
boundary at i=L 

B.C.: Eq. 30 

UL •i+1 = 0 

U~.j+l = 0 

,-----------------....L.-----------Eqs. 36,37 & 3 

CD UL•i+1 = 0 = [A., t\ A, 
(Eq. 36) 

+ known terms 
in time domain 

G) u;.i+1 = 0 = [Au A, A., A, A 

(Eq.37) 
+ known terms 

in time domain 

O,j+l 

From direct relationships, CD G) (2), we can obtain unknown values UO.i +I ' u,;.i+1 and u;.;+1 

FIGURE 7 Calculating procedures for unknown boundary values at i = O. 
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0.055 r--~---------:;:========:===::::;l 
-- exact solution 
.... ..... proposed method 
-.-.- Crank-Nicolson 
-- FEll 

-0.055 0'-----...1.0.-1 ----OL.2------1...::.....------l0.4 

Time (sec) 

FIGURE 8 
solutions. 

Comparison of the exact and numerical 

Ui,j+ l = -[V2 -4v2 (6v 2 - 2) -4v2 v 2] 

{Ui -2 Ui - l Ui Ui+ l uid! - U i ,j- l 

(40) 

where v = Y(EIIpA) . I1t ll1x2, 

= 4Ui,j - [v 2 -4v2 (6v 2 + 2) -4v2 v 2] 

{Ui -2 Ui- l Ui U i+ l U i+ 2}!- 1 (41) 

IC: Ui,O = 0 and Ui ,- l = Ui, l 

BC: U - l ,j = 2uO,j - Ul ,j and 

U -2,j = 2U - l ,j - 2Ul ,j + U2 ,j 

- 2~~3 sin(27T x 20l1t x j) 

UL ,j = 0 and UL - l ,j = UL + l ,j ' (42) 

0.0005 0.0005 

The calculated responses at the free end (x = 

0) are plotted in Fig . 8. In order to compare the 
results with that from central difference methods 
and FEM, one of the worst computational condi
tions , 10 spatial mesh and I1t = 5 x 10- 3 s , is 
chosen and simulated. In this case, v (defined as 
Y(EIIpA) . I1tll1x 2) becomes 2.193 , and the ex
plicit central difference method cannot give a 
good result due to the inherent instability. It is 
known that the explicit central difference method 
is conditionally stable when v :s 112 in this prob
lem. It is observed in Fig . 8 that the solution from 
the proposed numerical method agrees very well 
with the exact value obtained from Eq. (31) . 
When defining the amount of error as Eq. (43) , 
the errors of each numerical method was com
pared as varying space and time step, I1x and I1t. 

1 
error = N 

(NtJ.t) 

L [UO ,j I exact sol. - UoJ numerical sol.F 
j=O 

(43) 

where N = TI/1t , T is the first natural period. Fig
ure 9 illustrates the amount of error of each nu
merical method . Excluding the case of the ex
plicit central difference , the proposed algorithm 
is more accurate to the exact solution than the 
Crank-Nicolson method for all the cases of the 
space and time step. The explicit central differ
ence method showed instabilities for most cases 
of I1x and /1t and could not compare its error with 
that of other methods . 

CONCLUSION 

An improved finite difference type numerical 
method to solve the partial differential equations 

I.l 
--~-. 1/ 10 

o.s 

Llx 

Lit o.ooos 

(a) proposed method (b) Crank-Nicolson method (c) explicit central difference method 

FIGURE 9 Comparison of the error of each numerical method as varying ~x and M . 



was proposed in this study. This numerical algo
rithm belongs to a single-step, second-order 
accurate and implicit method. The stability, con
sistency, and convergence were examined ana
lytically with the second-order hyperbolic type 
partial differential equation. The proposed nu
merical method can directly satisfy the natural 
boundary conditions. Thus the interpretation of 
the physical meanings of partial differential 
terms is simple, because the transformed govern
ing equation is constructed with the displace
ment and known partial differential terms. 
Therefore, the proposed numerical method is 
more appropriate for I-D structural dynamic nu
merical analysis than existing finite difference 
methods and is also easily applicable to high or
der partial differential equations. Both the coding 
and remeshing are simple. From the numerical 
example, it was found that the proposed method 
is more accurate and effective than well known 
central difference methods to calculate I-D 
structural dynamic motion. 
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